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Company Country Website Description 

Be My Eyes Denmark www.bemyeyes.com Be My Eyes is a free mobile app with one main goal: to make the world more accessible for blind and low-vision people. The app connects 
blind and low-vision individuals with sighted volunteers and companies from all over the world through a live video call. Be My Eyes is available 
for download on smart devices such as iPhones and Androids. When users make a Be My Eyes call, they can receive Specialized Help from 
official company representatives such as Microsoft. Be My Eyes also offers a variety of corporate solutions besides Specialized Help, including 
Be My Eyes for Work, Corporate Volunteering, Be My Eyes Experiences, and Be My Eyes Careers.  

BPAUS Israel https://www.bpaus.net/en/ BPAUS is a web-based decision support platform for the early assessment and treatment of Autism. The app is based on the best practices of 
Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) specialists and provides a personalized treatment plan while utilizing artificial intelligence and machine 
learning algorithms. It helps health care providers and clinics deliver complete treatment to a broader audience, saving them time and money. 

Voiceitt Israel www.voiceitt.com Voiceitt's Israel based team has built automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology designed to recognize and translate non-standard 
speech, and our vision is to help people with speech and motor disabilities live more independently. Voiceitt's SDK/API can be integrated with 
existing voice enabled device and products - thus making these products accessible to people with speech and motor disabilities.  

Pedius Italy www.pedius.org Pedius is a communication system helping Deaf and Hard of Hearing people to make phone calls, using voice recognition and speech synthesis 
technologies. Since 2013 Pedius has enabled more than 40.000 users in 14 countries making their first phone call 

6Degrees Israel www.6Degrees.tech Being disabled does not only inhibit a person’s ability to move but also limits their social, financial & physical independence. 6Degrees focuses 
on improving disabled persons’ mobility with its wearable AI ‘MyMove’ that studies a patient’s movements similar to how a voice-activated 
device “learns” a person’s voice, and alongside Bluetooth connectivity, allows users to control their electronic devices. Its 2nd generation 
offering, functions as a VR game, and helps disabled and amputee persons overcome the pain caused by phantom limb syndrome. 

SIGNLAB AS United 
Kingdom 
& Norway 

www.signlab.co Today less than 1 in 10 of the 64 million parents of deaf or hard of hearing children around the world can use a sign language. 
SignLab is developing a digital learning platform that makes learning sign languages more accessible, more effective, and more affordable. 
Our platform can be accessed anywhere, anytime, whether online or offline. It can be used by itself, or to accompany classroom learning. 

Blue Badge 
Style Ltd 

United 
Kingdom 

www.bluebadgestyle.com Blue Badge Style informs disabled people of where to go, what to buy & what to do, to maintain their sense of style. However, there is very 
little accurate information on accessibility at a venues so we created the Blue Badge Style Access Gallery. It uses images, overlaid with a grid 
and pointers that reveal notes in plain language (Alt Text is used for audio descriptions), to take a disabled guest on a stylish, photographic 
journey through a building. Multiple disabilities are covered and each item is described by a disabled consultant, who understands different 
mobility issues; from walking with sticks to using a wheelchair (manual and electric), as well as issues with partial sight/hearing or mental health 
impairments.  

Mass Factory 
Urban 
Accessible 
Mobility, S.L. 

Spain www.appandtown.com High-tech company, spin-off from the “Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona”, born with the aim to create innovative products that add value to 
society. Two founding values stand out: 1) Universality: following Universal Design principles we develop systems to be used by most of the 
people. 2) Social Welfare: applying the Smart City concept of using technology to improve citizens’ life. Developing systems to improve the 
mobility, quality of life and social inclusion of all citizens.“Technology applied to social welfare” 

Eneso 
Tecnología de 
Adaptación SL 

Spain www.eneso.es Eneso Tecnología de Adaptación is a technology-based company devoted to developing and selling products for people with disabilities, mostly 
systems based on new technologies. Its main lines of work are computer access, sensory stimulation and augmentative and alternative 
communication. Eneso mission is developing systems that facilitate accessibility, promote integration and normalization of people with 
disabilities in their physical and social context, ensure adaptation to specific or special needs of people with disabilities, encourage autonomy, 
and facilitate communication and learning. 

TA'AL Israel www.taal.work TA'AL's vision is that public spaces and places of employment will be accessible for people with cognitive disabilities. Our platforms enable 
employers, municipalities, managers of public spaces to map out their facilities, create and deploy tasks, routes, services that are then 
presented to end users, with cognitive disabilities, on our personalized mobile apps.  The TA'AL platforms were launched this year and we are 
beginning workplace pilots with employers and NGOs working with cognitively disabled adults in Israel.Our R&D is ongoing and funded by the 
Israel Innovation Authority. We are developing and integrating Machine Learning to provide advanced personalization to our systems based 
on unique AI models.  
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